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because of their bigness, in other words, because of my
timidity. But there was a more potent reason for my not
addressing them. They were not in distress and therefore
in no need of any remedy. To use a medical expression, they
were not ailing as Czechoslovakia was. Their existence was
not threatened, as Czechoslovakia's was. Any appeal from
me, therefore, to the great powers would have amounted
to any empty and unwanted sermon.
By experience I-have also found that people rarely
become virtuous for virtue's sake. They become virtuous
from necessity- Nor is there anything wrong in a man
becoming good under pressure of circumstances. It would
be no doubt better, if he becomes good for its own sake.
The Czechs were given a choice either to surrender
peacefully to Germany's might or to fight single-handed
and risk almost certain destruction. It was at this moment
that it became necessary for one like me to present an
alternative which had proved its effectiveness under some-
what similar circumstances. My appeal to the Czechs was,
in my opinion, as appropriate as it would have been in-
appropriate in the case of the great powers.
My critics might have, however, well asked why I had
gone out of my self-prescribed orbit to speak to a Western
nation when I could not show cent per cent success of non-
violence on the Indian soil—more especially now, when I
had begun to entertain serious doubts as to whether Congress-
men were really living up to their creed or policy of non-
violence. Indeed I had in mind the limitation and the
present state of uncertainty about the Congress position.
But my own faith in the non-violent remedy was as bright
as ever when I wrote that article. And I felt that in the
supreme hour of its trial it would be cowardly on my part
not to suggest to the Czechs the non-violent remedy for
acceptance. What may ultimately prove impossible of
acceptance by crores of people, undisciplined, and unused
till but recently to corporate suffering, might be possible
for a small, compact, disciplined nation inured to corporate
suffering^ I had no right to arrogate to myself any belief
that India alone and no other nation was fit for non-
violent action.   I must confess that I have believed and still

